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Reviews of the Last Light by Andy McNab
Bu
Nick Stone is a great character! He knows what he is doing but gets put in to more awful situations
you wonder how he's going to figure a way out! I just started book #5 and he's back "In the S---"
again!! Seriously, the books are detailed and and funny at times. Nick Stone isn't James Bond, but
then James Bond couldn't possibly be real!! Stone could be and you'd never know you passed him on
street!!
Shak
Another great Andy McNabb novel interestingly taking place in the Panama Canal Zone. The author
must have spent time there to be so familiar with the problems there! ?The plot twists & then just
keeps on twisting. Definitely a midnight "PAGE TURNER". Nick Stone while seeming to be always a
bungler, always comes out on top!
Gholbirius
So far I have had difficulty putting McNab's books down. Last Light was different - the book did
meander a little on more than one occassion and admittedly I read about a third of the book and I
wasn't really motivated to come back to it for several weeks.
I did enjoy it while I read it, but there was in general something missing from Last Light that was
present in McNab's previous books. The story is good, but not great. Several chapters are a little on

the dull side (maybe 'dull' is the wrong word and 'less gripping' is better) and at the end of the book
I felt that not enough had really happened from cover to cover.
Personally, I found the climax a little disappointing and less intense than McNab's previous writings.
The ending chapter seemed somewhat disconnected from the story itself and more of a reintroduction to the usual beat of the series, but even this failed to capture some of the more touching
moments we've previously witnessed with Nick Stone's softer side.
If you're a McNab fan like me, then get this book. You won't be disappointed and you'll remain up to
date with the life of Nick Stone. However, this book feels to me to be more of a 'standalone' than
part of the Nick Stone series and you'll feel that this isn't quite going to fill the gap as you await the
next update.
If you don't know of McNab, I can well recommend earlier Nick Stone books first as I feel that any
interest you may potentially have in following this character may not be sparked up by Last Light. I
can well recommend Firewall (best novel I ever read) for ultimate excitement, but there is benefit to
starting at the beginning of the series too.
Beardana
I enjoy Andy McNab's writing- simple and straight forward. I'm looking forward to tracking down the
sequel to Last Light
Bil
I've enjoyed every one of his books. I am always anxious to read his newest book!
AGAD
Not the best books I’ve read but I keep on reading. They keep drawing me in. It’s just above the
threshold for switching to another series
Goodman
Not my favorite of the series....seemed kinda forced
Great author
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